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Abstract— Our project is based on user data analysis which 

is use to predict users coupons usage behaviour. Issuing 

discount shopping coupons is a popular way to promote sales 

in E-commerce environments. In order to improve the coupon 

usage ratio, it is important to predict the probability in which 

a user will use a coupon. To treat the coupon usage 

probability prediction problem as a binary classification 

problem, and we use machine learning methods to analyze 

users' coupon usage behaviours and coupon purchase 

prediction.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

E-Coupons are used to reduce the price of a products which 

are customers buy from any online websites, also making it 

more useful to consumers. There are lots of advantages and 

disadvantages of the E-Coupons. E-Coupons create brand 

awareness. The consumer view lots of brand name on the 

coupon even when the coupon is not purchase. One advantage 

of Coupon is to encourage consumers to purchase a specific 

brand on the next trip to the store .E-coupons are more attract 

to buyer, efficient and more effective at tempting new buyers.  

Beyond this, the benefits of digital coupons are more. 

Coupons offer to made better personalization, very protective 

against fraud, opportunities for socialization, marketers, 

greater agreeable, and more. This project focuses on the most 

extensive digital coupon and motivates programs available 

for packaged goods marketers, with the goal of creating a 

comprehensive guide to the various opportunities. In the 

paper that follow we present an overview of the scenery in 

addition to tips for maximizing marketing sales through the 

use of digital coupons. Customers who are using E-coupons 

represent recommendable group. Most of the online store 

websites use the purchase history of the consumers and 

provide different e-coupons to consumers which is used to 

reduce price of that product. 

Why Coupons Purchase Prediction is Required? 

 Coupons Purchase prediction help marketers grow their 

market share, increase sales volume also reactivate those 

consumers you might have to lost contender. 

 Due to this prediction lots of new customers are registers 

on online store websites .because those websites 

provides the coupons offer discounts to customers. 

 This prediction solve lots of questions about customers 

behaviour against coupons or websites .Some questions 

are what days and times does she or he visit the online 

stores? How much does he or she spend time? Does she 

or he buy anything from store by using coupons. 

 Its also helps companies to improve their coupons 

services according to the consumers coupon usage 

behaviour. Due to this prediction marketers know the 

percentage rate of the consumers to buy and viewed 

coupons. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to Euiho Suh, Seungjae Lim, Hyunseok Hwang 

and Su-Yeon Kim, “There are two types of methodology for 

predicting the purchase probability of unknow customers to 

support real time web marketing. The suggest methodology 

is in two phases: (1) to obtain purchase patterns and (2) 

predict purchase probability. Purchase pattern gives  

marketing hint to web marketers while the purchase 

probability gives chance for real time web marketing by 

predicting the purchase probability of an unknows consumer. 

These methodology could be relevant to the real time web 

marketing likes wayfinding shortcuts, product suggestion and 

best  customer incetive  since unknown customers are involve 

in marketing target and navigation pattern for purchase is 

establish.”[1]. 

According to Jiawei He and Wenjun Jiang, “In this 

report, we are  treat the coupon purchase prediction problem 

as a binary devision  problem, and we are use machine 

learning methods to predict the  consumer coupon usage 

activity. We conducting large scale data analysis on customer 

coupon usage activity data, provided by flipkart. Our process 

gains a better prediction result (with the AUC of around 

0.78). Besides that, we search some very important 

factors/features that can directly impact on users' coupon 

usage behaviors. We also found the” oldest customer effect.” 

further, we find some smart features that have little effects 

and remove them. Those are findings could be guide 

merchants to issue of proper coupons code to proper 

customers.”[2] 

According to Zhechao Li,Shaorong Wang,Xuejun 

Zheng,Francisco de León and Tianqi Hong, “Users  are 

rewarded by coupons code  to achieve the fair of optimum 

operation cost during high time. Theinter depended of the 

locational marginal cost and the demand is shape by an 

artificial neural network. The effect of more load computing 

participating in users coupon code requirement also 

investigated. Because load computing to satisfy different type 

of proportions of the objective, a fairness function is defined 

that guarantees that computing are rewarded in accord with 

their contribution toward the objective. A E-coupon code 

method is change nature of the demand on it also increase 

web marketing. To valid the effected of the method, 

simulations of the method have been performed on a real 

huge-meshed handling networks in this paper. The output 

show that user coupon demand response and its contributes 

to shaving the high, therefore, bringing considerable 

economic savings and reduction of loss and less price of that 

product which is buy because of  coupon code.”[3] 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Pre-processing and supervised learning methods use in 

prediction: 

For each (customer, coupon code) pairs, we finding  the 

probability that the customer  can buy  that coupons during 

the test period using an gradient boosting classifier which is 

help to minimum a set of parameters, coefficients in a 

regression equations. We sorted the coupons for each and 

very customer by probability. To train gradient boosting 

classifier, we making training data for 45 "train periods" that 

simulated the test timing. Train timing 1 is the week from 

2019-02-08 through 2019-02-14, and includes all coupons 

code with a DISPFROM date - the dates on which they are 

possibly to be first displayed - in that week. Train period 2 is 

the week from 2019-02-15 to 2019-02-21, and involves all 

coupons code with a DISPFROM date in that week. Train 

period 5 is the week from 2019-03-17 through 2019-06-23, 

and includes all coupons code with a DISPFROM date in that 

week. The only supervised learning method we are used was 

gradient boosting, as implemented in the best Xgboost 

packages. We cycled through other algorithms at the started  

of our  analysis to get a feel for their  performance - logistic 

regressions,  SVMs, random forests as well as deep neural 

networks - but found that gradient boosting was the single 

best classifier use  for  our approach. 

For each of these training phase, we construct a set 

of features for each (customer, relevant coupon) pairs. This 

set of features involve all user-specific data, e.g.name,age, 

gender, days on site, coupon-specific data, e.g. catalog cost, 

genre, and price cost ; as well as customer-coupon interaction 

data, e.g. how often has the user viewed coupons of the same 

of products. The target for each observation is set to 1 if the 

user bought that coupon during the training week, and 0 

otherwise. Simply counting the number of times a user has 

viewed a test set coupon is massive helpful in forecasting test 

set purchases. As shown in the left panel of the figure below, 

users are 2.5% mostly  to buy a coupon code if they have 

viewed it exactly once order to its DISPFROM, but that 

probability rises to 32% if they have viewed the coupon three 

or more times. 

 
Fig. 1: Prediction Output[4] 

Second, customer tend to purchase the same 

coupons over and over. As shown in the middle panel of the 

above figure, a user who has bought a coupon with a given 

prefecture, genre, and catalog cost four or more times has a 

38% chance of purchasing a matched coupon again in the 

next week if it is offered for sale. 

Third, common interests group averages can help 

forecast the activity of customer with little or no history data. 

The right panel of the above figure display that a user's 

probability of purchasing a coupons code increases from less 

than 0.1% to above 0.6% if more than ten percent of  sex, age 

and geography-matched peers have purchased  a coupon code 

with the same properties. 

Fourth, it's very important to consider the 

geographic coverage of each and very coupon code. To be 

specific, a coupon code is real for the more prefectures listed 

in coupon_area_train.csv files, not just the single prefecture 

listed for that coupon in coupon_list_train.csv files.[5] 

IV. TECHNOLOGIES USED 

There are two programming languages are used for data 

analysis by using machine learning to -Python and R. 

A. Python  

Python is high-level programming language, an interpreted, 

object-oriented, with dynamic semantics. Python mostly 

support packages and modules, which encourages program 

modularity and code reuse. The Python is interpreter and the 

most standard library are present in source or binary form 

without any charges for all of the platforms, and can be freely 

handled. 

Python and its libraries like Scikit-Learn, NumPy, 

SciPy, Matplotlib are used in data structure and data analysis. 

They are also mostly helpful for creating scalable machine 

learning algorithms. Python implements popular machine 

learning techniques likes Recommendation, Classification, 

Regression, Clustering and SVM. 

B. R Language  

R is a programming language and software environment for        

data science, statistical analysis, data analysis, graphics 

representation and reporting. In the R, we can read data from 

Csv files which are stored outside the R environment. We can 

also write data into Csv files which will be stored and 

accessed by the OS. R also  read an write into various file 

formats like csv, excel, xml etc.RStudio is a free  platform 

and open-source integrated development environment (IDE) 

for R language, a programming language for  data analysis, 

statistical computing and graphics. All csv files and programs 

of any machine learning project such as coupon purchase 

prediction, stock market prediction etc. are executed in R 

studio. 

V. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES ONLINE COUPONS 

TO THE CUSTOMERS        

A. Advantages 

1) Coupons Code Easy To Find And Use -Coupons can be 

easy found online. Website grabaon.com and many 

others different types of coupons code website. As a 

customer, you just go to the sites and pick any one 

coupons. But bear in mind that different coupons are 

useful for different services and products. 

2) Save Money -Most important advantages is a save 

money. When customers buy any product first they check 

any coupons applicable or not. When coupons is 

applicable then that coupons reduce price of that product 
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B. Disadvantages 

1) Over - Spending -By using coupons, customers spending 

more money on products than they had anticipated. 

2) Regular Customers Might Feel Isolated - Marketers 

already know that who is their regular customers and new 

customers as well as one-time buyers. They decide to the 

provide coupons only to new customers and regular 

customers ones will feel left out. In this case, they will 

need to offer coupons code in a way that satisfies the 

needs of all their customers. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

According to the prediction output of  customer data, the E- 

commerce can use the output results to predict discount  

coupons code will  be purchase  by which cluster with more 

probability and E-commerce company is decided to make 

different  rules of one special types coupons code for various 

clusters and customer peer groups ,specially focusing on  

validity of coupons code to precise marketing store and 

discount rates .And when any E-commerce company try to 

lay down with its coupons code  sale planning ,our idea  is 

that  e-company could be first find the cluster of peer 

customers and then depend on user buying behaviour to 

personalize suggested. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Everyone know the growth of the Internet rapidly increase, 

User mostly to go online shopping to purchase any things 

which are required for daily use. Do you know  everybody 

can save money with  using online coupon code which  is 

used to reduce price of that product which is buy it?They 

check available  offers, discounts, cashback on every 

successful transaction  or  online purchase at your favorite 

shopping e-commerce  website .There are a more number 

variety of products you can purchase  online today, but what 

many people in planet do not know is that you don’t  need to 

pay the cost  that is real cost of that products listed. Shopping 

online  is convenient and  easily purchase any products 

without going anywhere also it has lot of  advantages such as 

coupon codes, promotional codes, and vouchers which are 

given  us so many discounts on products. In future people 

mostly refer online websites for shopping because of 

Coupons Code. 
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